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YUMI
Shigeru Ban, 2011
Yumi  means  bow  in  Japanese.  Today,  this  simple  shape  is  re-
interpreted by Shigeru Ban for FontanaArte. Its absolute harmony
is  destined  to  turn  into  a  new  universal  classic.  Yumi  is  both
delicate and strong: an essential sign that meets a resistant and
light structure. 170 LEDs are discreetly sunk into the structure of
the lamp minimising the use of space and further enhancing the
continuous  line  of  the  bow  design.  Choosing  materials  that
are resistant to high temperatures made it  possible to sink the
wiring entirely inside the stem during the production process. Yumi
spreads  a  warm  downward  glow  which  is  ideal  forcreating  an
intimate atmosphere. It adds character to different interiors with
its distinct but subtle personality.

Floor lamp with direct and dimmable light. Painted aluminium frame. Painted metal base. Black power cable, dimmer and
plug. Plug-in power supply with interchangeable plugs (UK - USA - UE - AUS). Integrated led.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
metal

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
white

GROUP TENSION
Integrated Led

ENERGY CLASS
F

LIGHT SOURCE
LED 240x22W (2700K, CRI>80, 2400Lm)

SKU
F414330200BIWL

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
Black

DIMMER
Dimmer included

CERTIFICATIONS
   

COLOR

 

SPEC SHEET
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YUMI
Shigeru Ban, 2011
Yumi  means  bow  in  Japanese.  Today,  this  simple  shape  is  re-
interpreted by Shigeru Ban for FontanaArte. Its absolute harmony
is  destined  to  turn  into  a  new  universal  classic.  Yumi  is  both
delicate and strong: an essential sign that meets a resistant and
light structure. 170 LEDs are discreetly sunk into the structure of
the lamp minimising the use of space and further enhancing the
continuous  line  of  the  bow  design.  Choosing  materials  that
are resistant to high temperatures made it  possible to sink the
wiring entirely inside the stem during the production process. Yumi
spreads  a  warm  downward  glow  which  is  ideal  forcreating  an
intimate atmosphere. It adds character to different interiors with
its distinct but subtle personality.

Floor lamp with direct and dimmable light. Frame and base in painted metal. Black power cable, dimmer and plug. Plug-in
power supply with interchangeable plugs (UK - USA - UE - AUS). Integrated led.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
metal

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
black

GROUP TENSION
Integrated Led

ENERGY CLASS
F

LIGHT SOURCE
LED 170x18W (2300K, CRI>85, 1105Lm)

SKU
F414330200NEWL

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
Black

DIMMER
Dimmer included

CERTIFICATIONS
   

COLOR

 

SPEC SHEET
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